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Measurement of odd moments of current fluctuations is difficult due to strict requirements for band-pass
filtering. We propose how these requirements can be overcome using cyclostationary driving of the measured
signal and indicate how the measurement accuracy can be tested through the phase dependence of the moments
of the fluctuations. We consider two schemes, the mixing scheme and the statistics scheme, where the current
statistics can be accessed. We also address the limitations of the schemes, due to excess noise and due to the
effects of the environment, and, finally, discuss the required measurement times for typical setups.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discrete nature of the charge carriers shows up in
the peculiar statistics of the transmitted current through
mesoscopic systems.1 Consequently, these statistics in gen-
eral cannot be described through the usual Gaussian prob-
ability density which is completely determined by its first
two moments scumulantsd, average current and noise,
whereas its higher cumulants vanishsfor a difference
between the moments and cumulants, see Ref. 2d. Recently,
there have been many theoretical predictions for the behavior
of either the third moment of fluctuations or the full counting
statistics in different types of mesoscopic systemsssee a re-
view in Ref. 3d, including normal-metal tunnel junctions,4

normal-metal—superconductor5,6 and superconductor-
superconductor junctions,7–9 diffusive10–13 and chaotic
wires,14 double-barrier junctions15 and Coulomb-blockaded
systems.16 For example, the second and third moments of
current fluctuations through a phase-coherent scatterer at
T=0 may be expressed as

S; kdIdIl =
e3uVu

h
o
n

Tns1 − Tnd ; F2euI u,

s1d

K ; kdIdIdIl =
e4V

h
o
n

Tns1 − Tnds1 − 2Tnd ; F3e
2I ,

whereTn are transmission eigenvalues. Their distribution de-
pends on the properties of the scatterer,17 and it can be char-
acterized by defining the Fano factorsF2 andF3. Compared
to the average currentI, the higher moments may thus reveal
additional information about the scatterersfor an example,
see Ref. 18d. Moreover,KÞ0 implies that the distribution of
fluctuating currents is “skew.” This has important conse-
quences in the situations where the driven current fluctua-
tions act as an environment to another mesoscopic
system.19,20

However, up to date there exists only one published mea-
surement of the highersthan secondd moments.18,21 One of
the reasons for this is the necessary conditions for the filter-
ing in these devices: Impedance matching between the am-
plifier and the sample is possible typically only within a
fairly narrow frequency band, outside of which the signal

from the sample does not couple to the measurement device.
However, as we show below, for the typical measurements of
the oddnth moments of fluctuations, the requirement for the
bandwidth 2dv of the measured frequencies around the
mean frequencyv0 is dv.v0/n.21 Especially for the mea-
surement of high-impedance samplessZ larger than 1 kVd
this requirement is very hard if not impossible. In this paper,
we show how this requirement can be circumvented by a
cyclostationary driving of the measured systemssee Fig. 1d.

To motivate the use of cyclostationary driving, consider
the n’th central moment of current fluctuations in the fre-
quency space

M̃sndsv1,v2,…,vnd ; kdIsv1ddIsv2d…dIsvndl, s2d

where the brackets denote ensemble averaging and
dIsvd; Isvd−kIsvdl. If the studied system is time indepen-
dent, i.e., if it is driven with a constant voltage, we get the
signal only from the frequencies that satisfy

v1 + v2 + ¯ + vn = 0. s3d

Consider now a situation where the signal is band-pass fil-
tered before its correlators are measured, such that only the
frequencies in the bandv[ fv0−dv ,v0+dvg pass through
the filters. Ifdv!v0, we cannot fulfill conditions3d for odd
n. Simple algebra shows that for thenth momentswheren is
oddd, we only get some signal if

dv . v0/n. s4d

However, this condition is true forstationarysignal, but if
we adiabatically drive the system with frequencyvD, condi-
tion s3d changes to

v1 + v2 + … + vn = mvD, s5d

with an integerm. Reasonable examples considering the odd
nth moments arevD=v0, 3v0,… ,nv0.

In the second section of this paper, we detail two specific
measurement schemes using cyclostationary driving and
compare them to that applied in Ref. 21. The first of the
schemes is based on mixing the signal with itself and with an
oscillatory function fstd, and the second on measuring the
statistics of the output signal from the sample after filtering
and mixing withfstd. The third section discusses the effect of
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cyclostationary driving in some example systems and the
fourth considers the limitations of the presented measure-
ment schemes due to the excess noise in the environment,
and estimates the required averaging time for obtaining an
accurate signal. The details of the calculations are presented
in the Appendix.

II. MEASUREMENT SCHEMES

Let us consider the specific measurement schemes for
measuring the moments of current fluctuations depicted in
Fig. 1. The emphasis of this analysis is on the third moment,
but the results and the schemes are fairly straightforward to
generalize also to higher moments. In both of these schemes,
the studied system is driven with a time-dependent voltage of
the formsfor most of the discussion below, the different har-
monics do not need to be in the same phase, but we assume
them in phase for simplicityd

Vstd = V0 + V1 cossv0td + V3 coss3v0td. s6d

This voltage produces in general an output current of the
form

Istd = o
l

I l cosslv0td. s7d

In linear systems with resistanceR, I l =Vl /R and thusI l =0
for l .3. In nonlinear systems, the output current would also
contain higher harmonics ofv0, but these do not contribute
essentially to the results. However, the coefficientsI l should
be taken from the proper Fourier analysis of the output cur-
rent.

With pure voltage driving, the moments of the low-
frequency current fluctuations are proportional to either the

average currentIstd sfor odd momentsd or its absolute value
sfor even momentsd. This holds as long as the driving is
adiabatic, i.e., the highest driving frequency 3v0 is low com-
pared to the internal energy scales of the probed system or to
eVstd /".12,22In fact, any slow measurement of the signal as a
function of the driving voltage can be considered as “adia-
batic” in this sense—the only difference to that considered
here is that typically the timescales of such voltage variations
are of the order of seconds, much slower than the scales for
band-pass filtering. Furthermore, for low frequencies, the
fluctuations can be considered “white,” i.e., they are of the
form sbelow, we reserve the symbolS for the second mo-
ment, i.e., noise, and use the symbolK for the third
momentd23

Sst,t8d ; kdIstddIst8dl = o
l

Sl cosslv0tddst − t8d s8d

and

Kst,t8,t9d ; kdIstddIst8ddIst9dl

= o
l

Kl cosslv0tddst − t8ddst − t9d. s9d

Similarly, thenth central moment would be

Msndst1,t2,…,tnd ; kdIst1ddIst2d…dIstndl

= o
l

Ml
snd cosslv0t1ddst1 − t2ddst1 − t3d…

dst1 − tnd. s10d

In most cases below, it is enough to cut the series in thenth
harmonic sfor the nth momentd as the higher ones do not

FIG. 1. Measurement schemes considered in this paper. Each contain an inputI filtered through a band-pass filtersdenoted with BP,
corresponding to the functionHBPd. In the DC mixing scheme, analogous to that utilized in Ref. 21, the stationarily driven and band-pass
filtered input is mixed twice with itself, low-pass filteredsdenoted withLP, corresponding to the functionHLP

m d and averaged. The “AC
mixing scheme” is a modification of the DC scheme, including a cyclostationary driving of the measured system, and mixing with an extra
function fstd=cos(nv0st+ t0d), synchronized with the driving and with a controlled phase shiftt0. In the “AC statistics scheme,” the statistics
of the output is measured and the driven and filtered signal is mixed only withfstd.
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contribute to the results. There are many sources for the
higher harmonics than those present in the driving and one
has to always first do the proper Fourier analysis to find
these, prior to examining the results:sid finite temperature of
the order of the voltageV makes the relationsSsVd andKsVd
nonlinear even in many linear systems,13,24 sii d if the sign of
the total current is allowed to vary, one has to take the Fou-
rier components from the absolute value of the current for
SsVd, and siii d these harmonics arise naturally in nonlinear
systems. Examples of these are discussed in Sec. III. How-
ever, we stress that all these effects can only make rise to
frequency components of the formlv0, wherel is some in-
teger.

For what follows, the assumption of the “white” fluctua-
tions is in fact less strict than assumed in Eqs.s8d–s10d: it is
enough that the fluctuations are frequency independent in the
window allowed by the band-pass filter.

For both schemes, the signal is assumed to be filtered
with an ideal band-pass filter allowing frequencies
v[ fv0−dv ,v0+dvg. Such a filter can be described through

the boxcar functionH̃BPsvd;u(uvu−sv0−dvd)−u(uvu−sv0

+dvd), whereusvd is the Heaviside step function. Thus, the
outgoing signal from the filter is in the time domain a con-
volution sbelow, unless it is obvious, the functions in the
frequency domain are denoted with a tilded

Xstd =
1

Î2p
HBPstd * Istd. s11d

At the end of the processing, the signal is gathered for a time
exceeding 1/v0. Such a process can be described by a con-

volution with a low-pass filterH̃LP
m svd=1−usuvu−vmd, where

vm!v0.

A. Mixing schemes

In the mixing schemes depicted in Fig. 1fschemessad and
sbdg, we assume that the signal is, after filtering, twice mixed
with itself and with a functionfstd specified below, low-pass
filtered, and finally ensemble averaged. Thus, the measure-
ment result is

kYl ;
1

Î2p
kHLP

m * ffstdX3stdgl. s12d

Assuming that over a sequence of measurements performed
for the averaging, the filters and the functionfstd do not
essentially change, one obtains

kYl =
1

4p2HLP
m * ffst8dksHBP * Id3lg

=
1

4p2HLP
m * F fst8d E dt1dt2dt3HBPst8 − t1d

3HBPst8 − t2dHBPst8 − t3dkIst1dIst2dIst3dlG . s13d

Below, we take a closer look at two ways of driving the
signal: first with a DC bias and wide band-pass filters, and

then with an AC bias and narrow band-pass filters.

1. DC mixing scheme

Assume first that the system is DC biased, i.e., only the
first term in Eqs.s6d–s9d is nonzero. In this case, we do not
need the function generator, i.e.,fstd=1. Such a setup corre-
sponds to the one utilized in Ref. 21 and it is depicted in Fig.
1sad.

One can write the current in the formIstd=kIl+dIstd,
wheredIstd is a zero-mean fluctuating current. Then the third
raw moment of current fluctuations is

kIstdIst8dIst9dl = kIl3 + kIlSfdst − t8d + dst − t9d + dst8 − t9dg

+ Kdst − t8ddst − t9d. s14d

The average signal from the sampling filterHLP
m is

kYl =
1

4p2kHLP
m * fHBP * Istdg3l

=
1

4p2HLP
m * E dt19dt29dt39HBPst8 − t19dHBPst8 − t29d

3HBPst8 − t39dkIst19dIst29dIst39dl

=
1

4p2HLP
m * FSkIl E dt9HBPst8 − t9dD3

+ 3kIlS

3SE dt9HBPst8 − t9dDSE dt9HBP
2 st8 − t9dD

+ KE dt9HBP
3 st8 − t9dG . s15d

The band-pass filter filters out the DC signal,

E dt9HBPst − t9d = Î2pH̃BPs0d = 0, s16d

as long as it is a band-pass filter, i.e.,dv,v0. Therefore,
only the last term remains, and we obtain

kYl = K
3

4p2s3dv − v0d2us3dv − v0d. s17d

It can be seen that fordv,v0/3, kYl=0, in agreement with
the discussion in Sec. I. The scaling of the observed quantity
as a function of the bandwidth was applied in Ref. 21 to
show that it was indeed the third moment that was measured.

2. AC mixing scheme

Assume that the current, noise and the third moment are
of the form given in Eqs.s7d, s8d, and s9d respectively. For
simplicity, we assume that the lowest driving frequency
equals the center frequency of the band-pass filter and denote
both byv0. The average output signal is given by
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kYl =
1

4p2HLP
m * H fst8dFSo

l

I lE dt9HBPst8 − t9dcosslv0t9dD3

+ 3So
l

I lE dt9HBPst8 − t9dcosslv0t9dD
3So

l

SlE dt9HBP
2 st8 − t9dcosslv0t9dD

+ o
l

KlE dt9HBP
3 st8 − t9dcosslv0t9dGJ . s18d

Now we have three types of integrals with the band-pass
filter HBP. We obtain

E dt9HBPst8 − t9dcosslv0t9d = Î2pH̃BPslv0dcosslv0t8d

= Î2pdl,1 cossv0t8d, s19d

E dt9HBP
2 st8 − t9dcosslv0t9d = sH̃BP * H̃BPduv=lv0

cosslv0t8d

= 2dvf2dl,0 + dl,2 coss2v0t8dg,

s20d

E dt9HBP
3 st8 − t9dcosslv0t9d

=
1

Î2p
sH̃BP * H̃BP * H̃BPduv=lv0

cosslv0t8d

=
3dv2

Î2p
f3dl,1 cossv0t8d + dl,3 coss3v0t8dg. s21d

Combining these results, we get

kYl =
HLP

m

Î8p3
* H fst8dF2pI1

3 cos3sv0t8d + 6I1dvf2S0 cossv0t8d

+ S2 coss2v0t8dg +
3dv2

2p
f3K1 cossv0t8d

+ K3 coss3v0t8dgGJ . s22d

Now it is time to specify the mixing functionfstd. This mixes
some of the above oscillating functions to the zero frequency
and thereafter the low-pass filterHLP

m filters the other fre-
quencies out. There are two meaningful choices forfstd, sad
fstd=cos(v0st+ t0d) and sbd fstd=cos(3v0st+ t0d), where t0
represents the phase shift between the function generator and
the signal. With the first choice, the result is

kYal = F3

8
I1
3 + 6

dv

2p
I1S0 +

9dv2

8p2 K1Gcossv0t0d, s23d

and with the second,

kYbl = S1

8
I1
3 +

3dv2

8p2 K3Dcoss3v0t0d. s24d

This result illustrates that, in a linear system, setting
I0= I1= I2=0, the signal withfstd=cos(3v0st+ t0d) is depen-
dent only on the third momentK3. Moreover, the dependence
on the phase shift shows that the functionfstd and the driving
have to be synchronized. This phase dependence can also be
utilized as a signature of the fact that the measured quantity
really corresponds to the properties of the signal coming
from the sample, analogously to the dependence on the band-
widths utilized in Ref. 21.

B. AC statistics scheme

In the second schemefFig. 1scdg, the AC-driven current is
mixed only once with the functionfstd=cos(v0st+ t0d) and
the output signal

Y =
1

2p
HLP

m * ffsHBP * Idg s25d

is measured many times. This produces an ensemble of
Y-values, whose moments are related to the moments of the
current Istd. As above, we assume that the bandwidths of
both the band-pass filter,dv, and of the sampling,vm, are
much lower thanv0.

The nth central moment of thisY-distribution is given by

ksdYdnl = o
l=0

`
1

s2pdn

3E Fp
i=1

n

dtiHLP
m stidfstidGE Fp

i=1

n

dti8HBPsti − ti8dG
3Kp

i=1

n

dIsti8dL
l

, s26d

wherel labels harmonics of the base frequencyv0. Utilizing
the white-noise assumption as in Eqs.s8d–s10d yields

ksdYdnl = o
l=0

`
1

s2pdnE Fp
i=1

n

dtiHLP
m stidfstidG

3E dt8Fp
i=1

n

HBPsti − t8dGMl
snd cosslv0t8d,

s27d

whereMl
snd is the coefficient of thelth harmonic of thenth

central moment in the measured signal. This integral is
evaluated in Appendix A. The results for the six lowest mo-
ments aresthe first, average, is the raw moment, the rest are
central moments, i.e., defined, with respect to the averaged

kYl =
1

2
I1 cossv0t0d, s28d

ksdYd2l =
vd

4p
f2S0 + S2 coss2v0t0dg, s29d
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ksdYd3l =
3vd

2

32p2f3K1 cossv0t0d + K3 coss3v0t0dg, s30d

ksdYd4l =
vd

3

24p3f6M0
s4d + 4M2

s4d coss2v0t0d + M4
s4d coss4v0t0dg ,

s31d

ksdYd5l =
115vd

4

6144p4f10M1
s5d cossv0t0d + 5M3

s5d coss3v0t0d

+ M5
s5d coss5v0t0dg , s32d

ksdYd6l =
11vd

5

1280p5f20M0
s6d + 15M2

s6d coss2v0t0d

+ 6M4
s6d coss4v0t0d + M6

s6d coss6v0t0dg , s33d

wherevd=minsvm,dvd. Note that which harmonics are non-
zero depends on how the system is driven. For example, if
one drives the system with a voltageV3 coss3v0td, the only
finite momentssamong the first sixd contributing to the mea-
sured signal areS0, K3, M0

s4d, M3
s5d, M0

s6d, and M6
s6d. Such

examples are discussed in more detail in the following sec-
tion.

III. EXAMPLES OF HIGHER HARMONICS

In this section, we discuss examples of systems where one
could measure the third moment of fluctuations with AC
driving. The considered examples are the simplest linear sys-
tems at low temperatures and the finite-temperature case
where part of the signal is mixed to higher harmonics. If the
nonlinearities are relevant, one may consider making a dif-
ferential measurement similar to the lock-in schemes typi-
cally applied for measuring the differential conductance: on
top of a DC driving voltage, one adds a low-amplitude AC
bias, which oscillates with the relevant frequency.25 Assum-
ing the amplitude of the AC bias is low enough, the oscillat-
ing part of the noise is directly proportional to it, and the
proportionality depends only on the Fano factor at that bias
point. However, such a scheme has the disadvantage that the
second moment of the outcome signal in the AC statistics
scheme is proportional to the total average current, while the
probed third moment is dependent only on the small oscil-
lating bias. This makes the averaging time of the signal quite
long; see Sec. IV C. Therefore, below we mostly consider
cases without the DC bias.

A. Linear systems at low temperatures

The simplest but yet important example of a system
where our theory is applicable is a linear system with resis-
tanceZs, driven with an AC voltageVstd= I3Zs coss3v0td. In
a tunnel junction, neglecting the effects of its
environment,21,26 the third moment is independent of the
temperature4 whereas the noise is in general a mixture of
shot noisesproduced by drivingd and thermal noise.24 In
other systems, also the third moment becomes temperature

dependent.13 For eV@kBT, the output current, noise and the
third moment are

Istd = I3 coss3v0td, s34d

Sstd = eF2I3ucoss3v0tdu = eF2I3S 2

p
+

4

3p
coss6v0td + ¯D ,

s35d

Kstd = e2F3I3 coss3v0td. s36d

Here F2 and F3 are the Fano factorssF2=F3=1 for a
tunnel junctiond for the second and third moments, respec-
tively. Applying the AC mixing scheme and mixing with
fstd=cos(3v0st+ t0d) yields the output

kYl =
3

2
Sdv

2p
D2

e2F3I3. s37d

In the AC statistics scheme, the average of the output signal
vanishes, the variance is

ksdYd2l =
minsvm,dvd

p2 eF2I3 s38d

and the third moment is

ksdYd3l =
3

8
Sminsvm,dvd

2p
D2

coss3v0t0de2F3I3. s39d

This illustrates that, as long as the thermal noise and envi-
ronmental noise are negligible, the best signal from the third
moment scompared to the secondd is obtained with wide-
band filtering but low-amplitude driving.

For a specific example, assume a realistic set of numbers,
I3=100 nA and minsvm,dvd / s2pd=10 MHz. Then, we get

kY2l < F2s320 pAd2, s40d

kY3l < F3s46 pAd3 coss3v0t0d. s41d

Thus, the third moment should be well observable in this
situation. With larger currents or smaller bandwidths, the
second moment becomes relatively larger, but only as
skY2ld1/2/ skY3ld1/3~ (I3/ sedvd)1/6.

B. Diffusive wire at a finite temperature

The temperature dependence of the higher moments of
fluctuations depends on the studied system. For example, for
a diffusive wire one expects13

S=
eI

3
cothS eV

2kBT
D +

4kBT

3Zs
, s42d

K = e2I
6s− 1 +e4pd + s1 − 26e2p + e4pdp

15ps− 1 +e2pd2 . s43d

Here p=eV/2kBT. In this case, for an oscillating voltage,
some of the moments mix into higher frequencies, altering
the expected outcome of the measurement. However, in the
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extremal caseseVi !kBT andeVi @kBT, whereeVi is the am-
plitude of the oscillating voltage, this mixing is not important
and one may simply use

SseVi ! kBTd =
2kBT

Zs
, s44d

SseVi @ kBTd =
1

3
euI istdu, s45d

KseVi ! kBTd =
1

3
e2Vistd, s46d

KseVi @ kBTd =
1

15
e2Vistd. s47d

HereZs is the resistance of the measured sample.
For example, let us assume that we drive the system with

the voltage

Vstd = V3 coss3v0td. s48d

As a diffusive wire is a linear system, the average current
follows the oscillations of the voltage,Istd= I3 coss3v0td. Our
measuring schemes yield information about the stationary
part S0 of the noise, and about the 3v0-componentK3 of the
third moment. These are plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of
eV3/2kBT. One can observe that in this particular case, the
crossover to the “pure shot noise” takes place for
eV3*10kBT whereas the crossover between the low- and
high-temperature third moments is wider, saturating only at
someeV3*40kBT.

IV. LIMITATIONS OF MEASUREMENT

In this section, we discuss the limitations in the measure-
ment of higher moments of current fluctuations with the em-
phasis on the third moment. We consider the effects of envi-
ronmental noise added to the signal after amplifying, the
effect of a Gaussian noise in the electromagnetic environ-
ment, and the averaging time.

A. Effect of amplifier noise

In typical measurement systems, the signal coming from
the filters has to be amplified before it is mixed and detected.
This amplification introduces additional noisedIastd in the
output signal. In the following, we analyze the effect of such
noise, assuming that it is Gaussian and uncorrelated with the
fluctuations in the current coming from the sample. The sec-
ond moment of such fluctuations is

Sasvd ;
1

Î2p
E dst − t8dkdIastddIast8dleivst−t8d, s49d

whereas the average and the other odd moments vanish.
Moreover, one has to assume that this noise is intrinsically
band-limitedsdue to finiteRC-times, etc.d, i.e.,

kdIastddIastdl =
1
Î2
E dvSasvd ;

1
Î2

Stot
a s50d

is finite. Due to this noise, the fluctuating signal before mix-
ing is of the form

Xstd =
1

Î2p
HBPstd * Istd + dIastd. s51d

In the AC mixing scheme, the resulting signal after mixing is

kYl = kYl0 +
3

2p
hHLP

m * †fstdfHBPstd * kIstdlgkdIastd2l‡j,

s52d

where the first term has been calculated above and the sec-
ond is due to excess noise. Such noise contributes only if the
signal after band-pass filtering has a finite average and we
apply fstd=cos(v0st+ t0d),

kYl = kYl0 +
3

4p
Stot

a I1 cossv0t0d. s53d

For fstd=cos(3v0st+ t0d), the amplifier noise contribution
vanishes.

In the AC statistics scheme, the amplifier noise does not
contribute to the average signal. The second moment be-
comes

ksdYd2l = ksdYd2l0 +
1

Î2p
Sasv0dvm, s54d

where the first term is that calculated above, and the second
is due to amplifier noise within the bandv[ fv0−vm,v0

+vmg. As in the AC mixing scheme, the effect of amplifier
noise is finite only for a nonvanishing average signal,

FIG. 2. Stationary partS0−4kBT/ s3Zsd of the second moment
sdashed lined and lowest harmonicK3 of the third momentssolid
lined in a diffusive wire driven withV3 coss3v0td, normalized toeI3
and e2I3, respectively. Note that the previous diverges with
eV3!kBT as thenS0 contains only the thermal noise and is essen-
tially independent ofI3.
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ksdYd3l = ksdYd3l0 +
3

4p
Sasv0dvmkI1lcossv0t0d. s55d

Apart from the noise in the amplifiers between the filtering
and mixing, there may be other sources of noise. The most
important noise source, that in the electromagnetic environ-
ment seen by the sample is treated below. Another source of
noise, possibly relevant in the mixing schemes, is the noise
added by the mixers. However, there the dependence of the
signal on the phaset0 can be used to distinguish the mea-
sured signal from the noise.

B. Linear system with environment

The effect of electromagnetic environment becomes the
more important the higher moments one measures. For the
second moment, the noise in the environment simply adds to
that in the measured sample and scales the signal from the
sample through the impedance ratio. Recently, Beenakker,
Kindermann, and Nazarov26 showed that the environment
has a strong effect on the third moment, as this includes the
effect of current noise in the environment biasing the sample.
In the following, we generalize their approach to the case of
nonstationary driving. We also address the methods for fil-
tering in these devices and show how this yields the results
of the general analysis in Sec. II.

To properly deal with the filtering, let us assume that the
measured system can be separated in two partsssee Fig. 3d:
measured sample with impedanceZs and a band-pass filter
with impedanceZ0svd. The impedances of the measuring
lines, current amplifiers, etc. can be included inZ0svd. For
simplicity, we assume that within the considered frequency
interval,Zs is frequency independent, andZ0svd is given by

Z0svd = HZp, v [ ± fv0 − dv,v0 + dvg,

Ze, otherwise.
s56d

Here,Ze is either much largersin the case when one would
measure directly the current fluctuationsd or much smaller
swhen converting the current fluctuations to voltage fluctua-
tionsd than the sample impedance. For simplicity, all imped-
ances are chosen real. Moreover, assume that the current
fluctuations inZ0svd are Gaussian with the second moment
given by

SI
fsv,v8d ; kdI0svddI0sv8dl =

2kBT0

Z0svd
dsv + v8d. s57d

Here T0 characterizes the noise temperature of the environ-
ment and in general it may differ from the temperature of the
sample.

The intrinsic current fluctuationsdIsvd in the two imped-
ances cause voltage fluctuationsDVsvd over them. As a re-
sult, the total current fluctuations at the two impedances are
of the form

DI0svd = dI0svd −
DVsvd
Z0svd

, s58d

DIssvd = dIssvd +
DVsvd
Zssvd

. s59d

Assuming low enough frequenciesscompared to the frequen-
cies describing charge relaxationd, the two currents should
equal. This requirement leads to

DVsvd =
ZsZ0svd

Zsvd
fdI0svd − dIssvdg, s60d

DIsvd =
Zs

Zsvd
dIssvd +

Z0svd
Zsvd

dI0svd. s61d

Here we definedZsvd=Zs+Z0svd. The second moments of
current fluctuations in the total system and voltage fluctua-
tions over the impedances are given by27

SIsv,v8d ; kDIsvdDIsv8dl

=
Zs

2

ZsvdZsv8d
SI

ssv,v8d +
Z0svdZ0sv8d
ZsvdZsv8d

SI
fsv,v8d,

s62d

SVsv,v8d ; kDVsvdDVsv8dl

=
Zs

2Z0svdZ0sv8d
ZsvdZsv8d

(SI
ssv,v8d + SI

fsv,v8d),

s63d

whereSI
ssv ,v8d;kdIssvddIssv8dl measures the second mo-

ment of current fluctuations in the sample.
One can easily find that if the fluctuations are measured

from the current, the optimal situation for noise measurement
is Zp!Zs andZe@Zs whereas for the measurement of volt-
age fluctuations, the maximum signal is obtained with
Zp<Zs andZe!Zs.

28 In practice, when the signal power has
to be compared to the resolution of the meters, the latter case
is advantageous.

The major invention by Beenakkeret al. was the fact that
as the magnitude of current fluctuations in mesoscopic
samples depends on the amplitude of driving, the voltage
fluctuations in the environment tune these fluctuations, and
thereby induce cross-correlations between the current fluc-
tuations in the sample and in the environment. Following
their work, we expand the second moment of fluctuations,
SI

esVd in the driving voltage near the average voltage,

FIG. 3. Circuit studied for the effect of fluctuations in the elec-
tromagnetic environment on the third moment of the measured fluc-
tuations. Circuit consists of the measured system with impedanceZs

and fluctuating currentisstd, coupled to its environment with imped-
anceZ0 and Gaussian current fluctuationsi0std. The arrow on the
bottom of the figure indicates the chosen reference direction for the
current.
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dIssvddIssv8d =E dt eisv+v8dt(dIsstd)2

<E dt eisv+v8dtSSI
sfkVstdlg + DVstd

3 UdSI
ssVd

dV
U

v=kVstdl
D . s64d

The first-order fluctuation term is enough to describe the
environmental effect on the measured third moment. Now
assume the driving voltage has the form given by Eq.s6d and
expand the above two terms in Fourier harmonics,

SI
sfkVstdlg = o

n=o

`

Sn cossnv0td, s65d

UdSI
ssVd

dV
U

V=kVstdl
= o

n=0

`

Dn cossnv0td. s66d

For example, in a linear system in the limiteV@kBT, driving
with Vstd=V3 coss3v0td yields

D1 = 0, D3 =
4F2e

pZs
, s67d

whereF2 is the Fano factor for the second moment.
Combining, we get

dIssvddIssv8d <
1

2o
n

fSn(dsv + v8 + nv0d

+ dsv + v8 − nv0d) + Dn(DVsv + v8 + nv0d

+ DVsv + v8 − nv0d)g. s68d

The third moment of the current fluctuationsDIsvd contains
three parts: first coming from the ”intrinsic” third moment of
the measured sample,KI

s, second from the cross-correlations
between the sample and its environment, and the third from
the current fluctuations of the sample driving the sample
itself26

KIsv,v8,v9d ; kDIsvdDIsv8dDIsv9dl

= S Zs
3

ZsvdZsv8dZsv9d
DFKI

Ssv,v8,v9d + kBT0

3SZ0svd
Zsvd

+
Z0sv8d
Zsv8d

+
Z0sv9d
Zsv9d

D
3o
n,a=±1

Dndsvs + nav0d −
Zs

4

3o
n,ma,b=±1

DnSmSZ0sv + mbv0d
Zsv + mbv0d

+
Z0sv8 + mbv0d
Zsv8 + mbv0d

+
Z0sv9 + mbv0d
Zsv9 + mbv0d D

3d„vs + sna + mbdv0…G , s69d

where vs=v+v8+v9. This correlator is essential if one is
able to directly measure the current fluctuations. In this case,
specifying Ze@Zs, the fluctuations outside the bandv,v8,
v9[ ± fv0−dv ,v0+dvg can be neglected and within this
band,

KIsv,v8,v9d =
Zs

3

sZs + Zpd3FSK1

2
+

3D1

2

Zp

sZs + Zpd2

3s2kBT0 − ZsS0d −
3Zs

4 o
mÞ0,n±m=1

DnSmD
3dsvs ± v0d + SK3

2
+

3D3

2

Zp

sZs + Zpd2

3s2kBT0 − ZsS0d −
3Zs

4 o
mÞ0,n±m=3

DnSmD
3dsvs ± 3v0dG . s70d

Other Fourier components ofK and D vanish due to the
filtering provided byZe.

Another important observable is the third moment of volt-
age fluctuations over the impedanceZ0. This is given by

KVsv,v8,v9d =
Zs

3Z0svdZ0sv8dZ0sv9d
ZsvdZsv8dZsv9d F− KI

s + ZskBT0

3S 1

Zsvd
+

1

Zsv8d
+

1

Zsv9d
D

3o
n,a=±1

Dndsvs + nav0d

+
Zs

4 o
n,ma,b=±1

DnSmSZ0sv + mbv0d
Zsv + mbv0d

+
Z0sv8 + mbv0d
Zsv8 + mbv0d

+
Z0sv9 + mbv0d
Zsv9 + mbv0d D

3dsvs + sna + mbdv0dG . s71d

Now the pass-band may be defined throughZp<Zs and the
stop-band byZe!Zs. Assume for simplicity thatZp=Zs.
Then, if all the frequencies are within the pass-band, one
obtains

KVsv,v8,v9d =
Zs

3

8
F−

K1

2
dsvs ± v0d −

K3

2
dsvs ± 3v0d

+
3

4
sZsS0 + 2kBT0dfD1dsvs ± v0d

+ D3dsvs ± 3v0dgG . s72d

In the stop-band,KV is negligible.27

As an example, consider a linear system with Fano factors
F2 and F3 sfor the second and third momentsd in an
impedance-matched environmentZp=Zs and driven with
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Vstd=V3 coss3v0td, eV3@kBT. The third moment of voltage
fluctuations over the sample within the pass-band is

KV = Zs
3F−

e2F3I3

16
+

3

4p2F2
2e2I3 +

3

p
F2e

kBT0

Zs
Gdsvs ± 3v0d.

s73d

This equation illustrates how the measured third moment
consists of the “real signal”sdependent onF3d and the parts
coming from the sample noise driven by its own fluctuations
ssecond termd and those in the environmentsthird termd.

In their paper,21 Reuletet al.showed that the environmen-
tal effect can be accurately described by this theory after
including the finite propagation timet in the coaxial cable
between the filter and the samplessee Fig. 3d. Their analysis
is analogous in the case of slow driving, and indicates that a
long cable can be used to decrease the effective noise tem-
peratureT0 of the environment.

C. Averaging time

In Ref. 21, the required time for signal averaging was
several hours for each plot. Naturally, for any reasonable
measurement, this time should not be much longer. To get an
estimate of the required measurement time with the cyclos-
tationary driving, we consider the AC statistics schemesthe
requirements are analogous for the first scheme, only the
prefactors of the expressions may slightly differd. There, one
obtains a single output value in a time determined by the data
integration timetmeas=2p /vm. Assume one has measuredn
values of current. The squared deviation between the mea-
sured value of the unbiased estimatork3 for the third moment
of the data and the true third moment can be estimated
through the variance ofk3.

2 In the limit n@1 it is given by

varsk3d =
1

n
s9m2

3 − m3
2 − 6m2m4 + m6d, s74d

where mi are the ith central moments of the true current
distribution. Now let us require that the relative error is
smaller than some percentagep of m3,

varsk3d , p2m3
2. s75d

This leads to the requirement

n .
1

p2S9m2
3

m3
2 − 1 − 6

m2m4

m3
2 +

m6

m3
2D . s76d

From this example, it is thus clear that any additional noise
from the measuring setup increases the measurement time
through the increase of the even moments.

In the typical limit where the currentI through the sample
exceedse times the bandwidthvd se.g., for I =100nA,
I /e=620 GHzd, it is safe to neglect the cumulants of higher
order than three, i.e., the measured data is almost Gaussian.
In this case the above requirement reduces to

n .
6

p2

m2
3

m3
2 =

32p

3p2vd

f2S0 + S2 coss2v0t0dg3

f3K1 cossv0t0d + K3 coss3v0t0dg2 ,

s77d

where the last form was obtained using Eqs.s29d and s30d.

To get an idea of the required measuring times, consider a
linear sample with resistanceRS, driven with the voltage
V3 coss3v0td in the shot-noise limiteV3@kBT. Assume that
the second moment can be described by a combination of the
shot noise over the sample and the amplifier noise, the latter
described by the noise temperatureT0 and resistanceR0. In
the caseRS@R0, the two should be matched via a matching
circuit. This can be done, for example, by placing a capaci-
tanceC in parallel to the sample and an inductanceL in
series with the two. In the case of optimal matching,
L=ÎR0RS/v0 andC=sÎR0RSv0d−1, the total dc voltage noise
over the amplifier is given by S0=2R0RSskBRtT0

+eRSF2V3/pd / (RtsR0+4RSd), where Rt=R0+RS. The third
cumulant of the voltage noise over the amplifier, oscillating
with the frequency 3v0, is then given byK3=−e2R0

2sR0

−12RSdRS
3F3V3/ (RtsR0+4RSd3). For simplicity, we only take

the direct contribution to the third cumulant, as those in-
duced by the environmentssee IV Bd are typically of the
same order of magnitude. Thus we get the required number
of measured values,

n .
1024sR0 + 4RSd3skBpRtT0 + eF2RSV3d3

3fdp
2p3e4R0sR0 − 12RSd2RS

3RtF3
2V3

2 . s78d

Here we denoted the bandwidthfd=vd/ s2pd by the real fre-
quency instead of the angular frequency. The measurement
time is T=n/ fm, where fm=vm/ s2pd is the sampling fre-
quency, assumed in the following to equalfd. It has a mini-
mum when the shot noise power from the sample equals the
amplifier noise, i.e., wheneV3=2kBTRt / spF2RSd. For this
voltage, the requirement for the measurement time is
T.Tm, where

Tm =
2304F2

2kBsR0 + 4RSd3T0

F3
2fd

2p2p2e2R0sR0 − 12RSd2RS

. s79d

In the limit RS@R0, this becomes independent ofRS,

Tm → 1024kBT0

fd
2p2p2e2R0

. s80d

As an example, in the case of a tunnel junction,F2=F3=1,
for fd=100 MHz, R0=50V, p=0.05, T0=1 K, we obtain
n*4.53109 measurement points and the measurement time
Tm=45 s. Note that the bandwidth of the matching is propor-
tional to ÎR0/RS. Thus, if this is the limiting factor tofd

sbut not fmd, the averaging time increases asÎRS/R0 as
the resistance of the sample is increased.

A similar estimate for the second moment yields a sample
size sin the limit n@1d

n .
1

p2m2
2sm4 − m2

2d <
2

p2 s81d

independent of the current or the bandssthis is analogous to
the Dicke radiometer formula29d. Hence, for p=0.01, we
would need some tens of thousand samples, and the required
measuring time with MHz sampling would be of the order of
milliseconds.
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V. SUMMARY

In this paper, we detail methods to measure the moments
of current fluctuations by employing a nonstationary driving
signal. Such driving overcomes the requirement for the wide-
band measurements and gives a way to confirm the measure-
ment results through the variation of the phase between the
signal and the mixing. However, cyclostationary driving
makes rise to higher harmonics of the signal, which have to
be taken care of through a proper Fourier analysis. In Sec.
III, we discuss a few examples of such an analysis.

Section IV shows that the measurement of the third mo-
ment always involves the effect caused by the measuring
setup. The averaging times discussed at the end of the same
section indicate that this type of “classical” measurements
are practical for the measurement of the third and perhaps
still for the fourth cumulant, but higher cumulants seem to be
out of the time constants set for any reasonable project.
Therefore, schemes where the detector is a mesoscopic sys-
tem and placed near the sample,19,20,30overcoming the low-
bandwidth restrictions, are preferable.

Let us outline a practical scheme for the detection of the
third moment/cumulant of current fluctuations with cyclosta-
tionary driving. Assume one measures a sample withspossi-
bly voltage-dependentd impedanceZs.

s1d Construct the matching circuit that approximately
matches the input impedance of the amplifier to that of the
sample, and filters the signal from the narrow band
v[ ± fv0−dv ,v0+dvg. Note that the measurement out-
come will depend on the details of the matching, as dis-
cussed in Sec. IV B.

s2d Drive the sample with voltage Vstd=V0

+V3 coss3v0td where eitherV0=0 or V0@V3 s“differential
measurement,” see Sec. IIId.

s3d Either mix the signal twice with itself and once with
fstd=cos(3v0st+ t0d) sSec. II A 2d or only with fstd
=cossv0st+ t0dd sSec. II Bd. Average the signalsmixing
schemed or its third momentsstatistics schemed for time ex-
ceeding that indicated in Sec. IV C. The outcome is given by
Eq. s24d or Eq. s30d, whereK3 is taken from the coss3v0td
component of the Fourier series ofK(Vstd) as in Secs. III A
and III B.
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APPENDIX A: MOMENTS IN THE AC STATISTICS
SCHEME

The contribution of thelth harmonic of thenth moment,
Mn

l , to thenth measured moment in the AC statistics scheme
can be written as

ksdYdnll =
Mn

l

s2pdnE dt1…dtnHLP
m st1d…HLP

m stndfst1d…fstnd

3E dt8HBPst1 − t8d…HBPstn − t8dcosslv0t8d.

sA1d

The convolution between theHBP-functions filters out most
of the harmonicsl. It only leavesl =1,3,…,n in the case
whenn is odd andl =0,2,… ,n whenn is even.

Now, use the fact thatHBPstd=2 cossv0tdHLP
d std, where

HLP
d is a low-pass filter with bandv[ f−dv ,dvg. One ob-

tains

ksdYdnll = Mn
l S 1

p
DnE dt1…dtndt8HLP

m st1d…HLP
m stnd

3HLP
d st1 − t8d…HLP

d stn − t8dGst1,…,tn,t8d,

sA2d

where

Gst1,…,tn,t8d = fst1d…fstndcos(v0st1 − t8d)…

3cos(v0stn − t8d)cosslv0t8d. sA3d

If vm,dv,v0/n, only the time-independent part of
Gst1,… ,tn,t8d survives the remaining filtering. This can be
computed from

GDC
n,l ; S v0

2p
Dn+1E

0

2p/v0

dt1…dtndt8Gst1,…,tn,t8d.

sA4d

However,GDC
n,l may still depend on the relative phaset0 be-

tween the driving and the mixed functionfstd=cos(v0st
+ t0d). Equivalently to above,GDC

n,l is only finite if l is one of
the values that survives band-pass filtering. Moreover, it is
straightforward to show thatGDC

n,l st0d=gn
l cosslv0t0d /2n+1.

The numbergn
l for some of the lowestsnontriviald values of

n,l is tabulated in Table I.
The remaining part of the integral in Eq.sA2d is now a

combination of low-pass filters:

ksdYdnll = Mn
l gn

l cosslv0t0d
1

2
S 1

2p
DnE dt1dt2…dtndt8

3HLP
m st1d…HLP

m stndHLP
d st1 − t8d…HLP

d stn − t8d.

sA5d

Singling out one of theti integrals, it is straightforward to
show that

TABLE I. Values ofgn
l for different momentsn and different harmonicsl.

n 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 6

l 1 0 2 1 3 0 2 4 1 3 5 0 2 4 6

gn
l 1 1 1

2
3
4

1
4

3
4

1
2

1
8

5
8

5
16

1
16

5
8

15
32

3
16

1
32
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E dtiHLP
m stidHLP

d sti − t8d = Î2pFt8
−1fH̃LP

m svdH̃LP
d svdg

= Î2pHLP
d st8d, sA6d

where HLP
d st8d is a low-pass filter with bandwidthvd

=minsvm,dvd sv[ f−vd,vdgd. Thus we get

ksdYdnll =
1

2
S 1

2p
Dn/2

Mn
l gn

l cosslv0t0dHnsvdd. sA7d

Here

Hnsvdd =E dt8HLP
d st8dn

=
1

s2pdn/2−1 3E dv1…dvn−1HLP
d sv1d…HLP

d svn−1d

3HLP
d sv1 + ¯vn−1d

;
anvd

n−1

s2pdn/2−1. sA8d

andan is a number whose values for lowestn are

a1 = 1, a2 = 2,

a3 = 3, a4 = 16/3,

a5 = 115/12, a6 = 88/5,

a7 = 17 407/360, a8 = 53 752/315,

a9 = 18 063 361/40 320, a10 = 1440.

sA9d

Finally the contribution of thelth harmonic of thenth mo-
ment on thenth moment of the measured quantity is given by

ksdYdnl =
1

2npn−1gn
l anvd

n−1Mn
l cosslv0t0d. sA10d

The lowest six moments are listed in Eqs.s28d–s33d.
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